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Recent results suggest that at least part of the material in the circumstellar envelopes of many evolved stars
is atomic, and that it is feasible to use H i 21-cm emission as a diagnostic probe of the late stages of stellar
evolution. We have imaged the region around Y CVn in 21cm line using the GMRT and detected 21cm
line emission over a range of +/-2 km/s around the LSR velocity of Y CVn. HI emission is arising from a
number of discrete clumps around the star and falls roughly within the diameter of dust shell inferred from
infrared observations using ISO. Preliminary results imply that mass-loss is highly asymmetric.

1 Overview

Estimation of mass-loss in AGB (and other evolved stars) is an important parameter as it affects the evolution
of stars. Hydrogen is the most dominant constituent of the mass expelled from AGB stars. Of particular
interest is the atomic hydrogen component, since unlike molecular species, H i is not destroyed by interstellar
radiation field. We present new results of H i 21-cm line distribution around the J-type carbon star YCVn.
The presence of circumstellar H i emission around this star was earlier detected by Libert et al (2007) using
the Nancey Radio Telescope, at an angular resolution of 4

′

× 22
′

. A detached dust shell with an angular size
of ∼2.8

′

has been detected in Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) observations (Izumiura et al, 1996). It is
also presumed that H i gas is distributed as a detached shell around the star. It is often seen that AGB stars
have asymmetrical ejections and distribution of gas. We undertook a study to map H i 21cm line emission at
much higher resolution with the Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT). YCVn is a J-type carbon star
with 12C/13C ∼ 3.5 and Teff of 2760K. The recent Hipparcos parallax suggests a luminosity of 1.34 × 104

L⊙. VLSR of the star and the CO emission lines (which arise in the region around the star) is 21 km s−1.

2 Observations and Data Analysis

The present GMRT observations have been obtained on 7th of August. A summary of the observing setup
is shown in Table 1. We used 3C286 to set the flux density scale and J1227+365 from the VLA calibration
manual as the phase calibrator. Observations were carried out using the experimental high resolution mode
of GMRT, wherein the two sidebands of the correlator are used for ’RR’ and ’LL’ polarizations respectively.
Being a Galactic H i observation, bandpass calibration requires frequency switching. We used 3C 286 as
the band pass calibrator, by switching the front-end frequency. Analysis of the data was carried out using
the Astronomical Image Processing System (AIPS). Front-end frequency switched bandpass calibration was
found to produce stable bandpasses with rms errors ∼0.1%. Image cubes at various angular and velocity
resolutions were made to map the H i emission components around YCVn.

3 Preliminary Results

Our observations with GMRT indicate the presence of multiple components, separated by several arc-minutes.
Gaussian fit to the detected H i emission profiles shows that these spatially distinct components are at dif-
ferent radial velocities too. H i emission from the circumstellar envelope is detected up to an angular extent
of ∼ 12

′

. We could reproduce the Nancey spectrum obtained at Nancey by convolving our data to their
beam-size (Fig.1). Note that Nancey observations were over 100 hours long, so signal to noise in their data
is much superior. Figure 2 is a brief summary of the ongoing data analysis. Table 2 lists the gaussian



components in the spectra.

Table 1: The Observational Setup

Telescope GMRT
Baseband bandwidth 1.0 MHz
Number of channels 256
Velocity resolution 0.8 km s−1

On source integration time ∼8 Hours
rms noise ∼2 mJy beam−1 channel−1

Fig.1: H i emission profile from Nancey observations (dotted curve, LeBertre & Gérard, 2004) and from our
observations (solid curve) convolved to match the beam-size of Nancey experiment.



Fig.2: H i emission spectra at various locations within the image and total intensity map from our GMRT
observations. The position of star YCVn is marked at the center of the image. Dust shell detected in ISO
observations (Izumiura et al, 1996) is denoted by the circle. Crosses mark the position of radio continuum
sources from the NRAO-VLA Sky survey (NVSS, Condon et al, 1998). Contours are of the integrated
H i emission from our observation. Note that this is low resolution data, convolved with a 1

′

beam.

Profile Amplitude Center FWHM
(mJy) km s−1 km s−1

A 131 ± 71 18.2 ± 0.6 4.6 ± 1.5
B 74 ± 33 23.3 ± 0.29 2.69 ± 0.71
C 264.6 ± 48 19.89 ± 0.07 1.489 ± 0.15

Table 2: Gaussian components in the H i emission profiles shown in Figure 2.
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